Numismatic Oddities in Ipswich, Part Five - Dr. W.R. Vezin

01) “Unidentified”. Double obverse anepigraphic George V early portrait white metal counter,
struck about Fine. 24mm, 4.82g. (1) lot 1772. Surface scratches suggest a retrieval from
scrap metal. £109 total.

02) Two sovereigns, Spink 3852D (2) lots 1858 & 1860: dates 1856 & 1863/2, the former difficult
to explain except possibly by way of a reduction of a damaged master or pattern: the latter a
botched unrecorded overdate (not a 2 over 3) £335 & £323 totals.

03) A George III dollar forgery, Spink 3766 produced with an octagonal CC1 (counterfeit
countermark No. 1 – writer’s terminology) on a genuine 1801 Mexico City 8 reales (3) lot
1648, with the typical ‘heavenward gazing Constantine’ type portrait – an old concoction
exhibiting accelerated stress induced sulphide formation at the edge of the stamp. It came
with a cluster of 1980’s vintage forged testimonials from well-known dealers and
numismatists, suitably deceased, (…”Best I’ve seen..” etc.). Estimated £1800 - £2200 and
withdrawn.

04) A George III similar counterfeit octagonal countermark (CC2) on a genuine Madrid 4 reales
1796 M MF half dollar (Spink 3767) (4) lot 318, consigned as such, estimated at £80 - £120
and sold at £1094 total (?!). This piece had previously been offered inadvertently as genuine
(5) lot 2053 estimated £900 - £1100 selling at £1314 total. NB.

05) A group of eight Chinese charms (4) lots 508-13, two of which, 508 based on a Wang Mang
spade coin, and 509 described below, are unlisted in references cited (6). A large cash type
47mm, depicts obverse an authority figure of some kind seated under a pine tree left field,
approached by an assistant or servant, right. This motif is known only of pieces of c.60mm
or so, with a Chinese zodiac reverse (7) but in this case exhibiting a four character text “A
notable official of the seventh rank” (?) – unprecedented and unknown to this writer. £58
total. Incidentally, the small item, lot 511 is a marriage charm.

06) An unknown Frisian mint imitation c.890 AD of a Louis the Pious Aix la Chapelle solidus in
debased gold, 22-3mm, 3.81g (8) lot 1876. Legends are: Obverse
D(retrograde)IIVIIIVDOIIIVIG, reverse IIIIVIIIIOIVIII, after the original DNLUDOVICUSAUG and
MUNUSDIVINUM. This is not found in ref (9) listing eighty specimens (not fifteen). A metal
detector find north of Ipswich, it was unsold at an optimistic estimate of £18,000 - £20,000.

07) A ‘Seleukid Kingdom Antiochos I tetradrachm, 280 – 261 B.C’ AR 17.0g, 30mm (10) lot 2115
is a barbarous near contemporary imitation. Stylistically especially in the portraits most of
these coins are grotesque with weak reverses but some are very good, as here, and can be
difficult to differentiate for those unfamiliar. The mint monograms on the reverses are
never quite right, though: c.f. H & L Nos. 394-5 (11). Quite rare, getting bids - £406 total vs.
a lower estimate of £200.

08) Marcianopolis, Moesia Inferior: obverse, Gordian III + Sarapis; reverse, Athena seated left is
unknown with this obverse type; AE 27mm, 13.6g, 5 assaria (12) lot 345. This reverse is
known only with Gordian unaccompanied, H & J 6.36.4. 3-4 (13) with different dies. This
obverse die known with Zeus seated left ibid 6. 37. 1. 5. £79 total.

09) Perinthus, Thrace, Septimius Severus, 5 – unit, AE30mm, 16.7g. (14). Reverse, Heracles and
Nemean Lion. Most unusual – Heracles was a common reverse icon at Perinthus but the
twelve labours motifs only appeared on medallions, 30-40g (15, 16). £25. We await the
appearance of RPC 5 in preparation.

10) Roman British Empire, Carausius. A local imitation or unofficial billon/AE radiate, 22-3mm
3.6g, unknown ‘S’ mint? (17); obverse an unknown inscription
IMPCCVALDIOCLETIANUSAUG, reverse PAXAUGGG, S-P in the field and S, unknown, in
exergue. Official coins in the sole names of either Diocletian or Maximian are rare, (18) £17.

11) Afghanistan, October 1068 – October 1069. AV debased (c.60%) overweight dinar, 5.6g 245mm (19), a local product apparently from the Ghaznavid/Great Seljuq border area
(Helmand, after the Seljuq advance?). The fabric looks Ghaznavid but the style somewhat
contemporary Seljuq, Nisabur (20). Apparently citing Abbasid Kalif al-Qaim bi-amr Illah, the
date 461H seems clear but what is visible on the obscured mint signature does not
correspond to any official mint. Two or more people seem to have been involved in
reconditioning an old die adding several names in the field margins. The Koranic extracts are
identifiable. These pieces turn up occasionally, are horribly struck, full of mistakes, mostly
unreadable, this one in hybrid Cufic and early unpunctuated Arabic, i.e. with virtually no
vowels. The alphabet of 18 letters has some that correspond individually to two or three of
the distinct 28 modern punctuated phonetic consonants of Arabic, as well as others
indistinguishable from each other. These coins are probably impossible to research – not
least because of the politics there (21). £179 total.

12) Macedon, Kings. Anonymous soon after 311 BC. AE denomination c.16-17mm. 4.55g (4) lot
682; Obverse Macedonian shield with head of Pan centre. Reverse plumed helmet B – A,
thunderbolt in exergue without monogram in the left field. The denomination not in Hoover
HGC 3(1) but in Grose/Fitzwilliam 3594-625, Lindgren (1) 1296 and SNG Copenhagen 10
1118-36. Checks of all SNG volumes and online could not match the details as above of this
specimen, which would have warranted separate catalogue numbers. Unique so far? In
high grade for type: £61 total.

13) A high probability forgery of a Julius Caesar lifetime issue Aureus 46 BC (5) lot 1692,
metrology not noted. Obverse CAESAR COS TER, reverse A HIRTIUS PR (A); sold
inadvertently and knocked down to a well-known dealer for £4100, and promptly returned
as fake. Reimbursement was allowed. Examine the obverse lettering. Compare with one
other from the same dies advertised (22) (B). C.J. Elmy (5) loc. cit. identifies the same reverse
die with a specimen sold at Goldberg, NY sale 42, 9 January 2018, lot 426. ‘A batch’ was
received recently in London, the writer was told – which sold for about £8000 each.
Compare online with recent auction prices realised.

14) A rare catalogue misidentification uncorrected subsequently online: Advertised as an
‘ancient British?’ ‘possibly unpublished’ (by the vendor) AR 12-13mm. 1.88g silver unit (23)
lot 1106, is a mis-struck late degenerated (anepigraphic) KAΛΕΤΕΔΟΥ quinarius, 130-80 BC,
nearer the latter, probably from the Vosges area, east of the Lingones, central Eastern Gaul,
going into Switzerland. C.f. Castelin 672-688, especially 677 (24), also Delestree and Tasche
3 (1992) 3199A, speculating origins slightly north, the Aedui – Saone area. Ditto Dembski
(1998) 150-6. Unsold at £50.

15) Lysimachos, Thrace. AR Tetradrachm 297 – 81 B.C. 16.9g of ‘uncertain mint’ unlisted (25).
The mintmarks on the reverse, left field, a distorted or botched one of Pella (Thompson, (26)
241 & 255) and in the exergue, one rather weak of Mytilene (Thompson, ibid., 133). This
unlikely product has obverse a more convincing portrait albeit in stronger relief than is
usually seen in the series, nevertheless selling for £234.50 total vs. estimated £140 - £180.

16) ‘Theodosius II AV Solidus’ 4.5g (27) c.f. Sear 21140, a very odd variety: IMP XXXXII COS XVII P
P reverse Constantinopolis seated left, obverse odd lettering with retrograde S’s. Stated as a
possible local copy but dated this early is unprecedented. It is not an old casting but if it
were a struck or pressed piece why is there no complementary weakness on the obverse
directly behind the reverse right field weak area? And if it were, why produce a die with
weak lettering one side? Compare this with completely different types showing this kind of
peculiarity. £328 total, estimated £250 - £350.

17) Two unusual Carausius radiates, photographs unfortunately unavailable:
A) (28) c.f. (29) Salus with snake reverse, Sear 13661 struck over the obverse of a silvery
Gallienus upside down, the substrate reverse unidentifiable on the overstrike obverse. £129
total vs. estimate £35 - £45.
B) A unique bronze ditto 22.8mm 3.1g (30) obverse IMPCARAUSIUS (PFAUG?) reverse bull
walking right on groundline, CAR AUG below, with outer legend LEG I I (?) £492 total vs.
estimate £150 - £250.
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